. tribute to structural plasticity in the brain. We characDistinct time scales associated with these three cateterize this contribution quantitatively by estimating the gories of synaptic plasticity justify analyzing them sepanumber of different synaptic connectivity patterns atrately. Such analysis should help in understanding these tainable without major arbor remodeling. This number categories' respective roles in learning and memory. depends on the ratio of the synapses on a dendrite
whereas low filling fraction implies a high plasticity potential. late the number of axons intersecting this cylinder. Below we present our calculations for three situations of allows us to estimate the number of potential synapses sequentially increasing realism and complexity. from the values of dendritic length per neuron, spine First, consider a simplified situation where all axons length, interbouton interval, and of synaptic density. Uscourse in the same direction, which is perpendicular ing this estimate, we calculate the number of different to the axis of the cylinder (Figure 3) . Then, imagine a patterns of connectivity and the memory capacity assorectangular box with dimensions of axonal length per ciated with them. neuron, L a (parallel to the axons), dendritic length per Our results can be concisely expressed in terms of a neuron, L d (parallel to the dendrite), and two spine single parameter: the filling fraction, ƒ, given by the ratio lengths, 2s. All of those neurons (and only those), whose of actual to potential synapses. The filling fraction charsomata centers are located within the box, have axons acterizes the potential for altering neuronal circuits intersecting the cylinder. Therefore, the number of eligithrough formation and elimination of dendritic spines. ble axons, and, hence, the number of potential synapses High filling fraction implies little plasticity potential per neuron, N P , is given by the product of the box volume and the neuronal density, n: a ratio of actual to potential synapses, ƒ, which we call N P ϭ 2 sL d L a n (2) the filling fraction,
Notice that the only difference between Equations 1 ƒ ϭ N N P ϭ 2 sL d bn (6) and 2 is in the numerical factor (2 →/2). According to Equation 2, one can view the number of potential Alternatively, ƒ is a probability that two neurons form a synapses, N P , as the product of the dendritic crosssynapse given that the presynaptic axon comes within section (by the dendritic cross-section here we mean the spine length of the postsynaptic dendrite. The filling the dendritic arbor footprint area as seen by a passing fraction is by definition less than or equal to unity. axon), /2 sL d , and axon density, L a n. However, the utility
The derivation of Equation 6 is rather general. In parof this expression is somewhat limited because it takes ticular, no assumptions are made about the shapes of into account only local axonal inputs through the local dendritic and axonal arbors and the density of branches axon density, L a n.
as a function of the distance to the cell body. Third, we generalize Equation 2 to include both local The derivation relies on the following realistic assumpand nonlocal axons (i.e., axons belonging to remote cell tions (see Experimental Procedures): bodies [ Figure 2] ). To do this, we replace the local axon density, L a n, with the total axon density, which includes
• We treat axons and dendrites as a collection of both local and nonlocal inputs. The total axon density straight segments because the curvature radii of both can be written as the product of the average interbouton axonal and dendritic branches are greater than spine distance, b, and synapse density, n s . This amounts to length. This assumption holds for most neurons, inthe substitution L a n → bn s in Equation 2 (for details, see cluding those in neocortex and hippocampus. This Experimental Procedures): assumption is violated only in rare cases, such as, climbing fibers on Purkinje neurons in the cerebellum. • Most axonal and dendritic branch segments are long N P ϭ 2 sL d bn s (3) compared to the spine length, thus justifying neglecting branch points in the geometry. Next, we notice that the synapse density, n s , can be
• We assume that the distribution of intersection angles expressed as the product of the neuron density, n, and between axons and dendrites is isotropic, which is the average number of synapses on a dendrite, N: already true for isotropic distribution of either axonal n s ϭ Nn Figure 4 . There are large differences • We assume that the fraction of multiple synaptic bouin cytoarchitecture among these areas. According to tons is small. This assumption is supported by the our data, the neuronal density between areas V1 and study of Jones (1999) , who reported that the fraction 7a changes by more than a factor of two ( Here we use the values of the filling fraction, ƒ, obtained association cortices, where the extrinsic input is not in the previous section, to estimate the number of differnecessarily small. In these areas, a more general expresent synaptic connectivity patterns. This number places sion, i.e., Equation 6, may be used instead.
an upper bound on the plasticity potential, or memory Anatomical data allow us to verify an assumption capacity, associated with the formation and elimination made in the derivation of Equation 6 that the axonal of dendritic spines. Thus, it is natural to express our density can be treated as uniform on the length scale results in terms of the information storage capacity asof a few spine lengths. A possible objection is that axons sociated with changes in synaptic patterns. In this case, are attracted to dendrites, and therefore the number of we use the notion of Shannon information (see for exampotential synapses is greater than estimated. For pyraple Shannon and Weaver [1949] ). midal neurons, this is not a concern, however, because
To estimate the information storage capacity associthe density of dendrites is rather high in the brain. We ated with the synaptic connections of a given neuron, estimate that each point on the axon falls within 3 to 4 we calculate the number of ways by which one can different dendritic cylinders (this number is obtained by choose N actual synapses out of N P potential synapses. substituting parameters for mouse neocortex from Table  This number is given by the binomial coefficient, which, 2 into the expression s 2 L d n). This means that at any in the limit of large N, has the following form: point an axon can make a synapse with any of the 3 to 4 different dendrites. Therefore, even if an axon is C
ϪN P (7) deflected toward one dendrite, it will be effectively deflected away from some others. Thus, the density of The information storage capacity is defined as the base axons is effectively uniform and the derivation of Equatwo logarithm of the total number of different synaptic tion 6 remains valid. However, such reasoning may fail patterns: for neurons other than pyramidal (e.g., when several neuronal types are involved) because of the low density In the two limiting cases, when the filling fraction ƒ ϭ 0 or find that each synapse may encode 3-4 bits of information (Table 2 ). This exceeds the naïve value of 1 bit per ƒ ϭ 1, the information storage capacity is zero because there is only one way to choose synaptic connections synapse because for each existing synapse, there are roughly four potential synapses that are not implein these cases.
Because the information storage capacity scales with mented. The calculated number of bits relates to the plasticity due to spine remodeling only, which, dethe number of synapses, it is useful to consider the information storage capacity per synapse I/N, pending on the validity of several simplifying assumptions, could relate to the biologically meaningful memory capacity on corresponding time scale (see Discussion).
This expression is plotted in Figure 6 . We note that this
Robustness of the Results
It is important to validate our calculation of the filling analysis is similar to the calculation of the information content of a spike train as discussed in Rieke et al.
fraction by comparison with direct electron microscopy measurements on serial sections. These measurements (1997), where an elegant and insightful explanation of information theoretical concepts in a neurobiological would yield local filling fraction values for particular dendrites rather than the mean value we calculate. Therecontext can be found.
We estimate information storage capacity, due to fore, such comparison would require extensive sampling with electron microscopy, a rather laborious exercise. spine remodeling only, Equation 9, by using the values for the filling fraction, ƒ, from the previous section and
We would like to emphasize that the main value of the 
mathematical expression for the filling fraction is in denon-isotropic distribution of angles among dendritic and axonal branches (see Experimental Procedures). This termining the relative scaling of quantities involved rather than the exact numerical values.
would also allow one to make estimates of the filling fraction based on a part of the dendritic tree (as it was When comparing different brain areas (e.g., 1 and 2) with each other, a relevant quantity is the relative filling done for the macaque visual cortex) provided the length of this part scales with the total dendritic length per fraction ƒ 2 /ƒ 1 . Therefore, in the measurements of neuronal density, interbouton interval, spine length, and deneuron. Because information capacity is usually defined up to ndritic length per neuron, it is not necessary to keep track of multiplicative corrections, as long as they are an additive constant, a relevant quantity is the difference between information capacity of the two areas, or, more the same for the considered areas. This could include corrections for tissue shrinkage, multiple synaptic bouspecifically, the relative information storage capacity per synapse, defined as I 1 /N 1 Ϫ I 2 /N 2 . For small filling tons, and correction of the geometrical factor sin( ij ) for In the previous section, we calculated the number of geometrically different synaptic connectivity patterns.
Ϸ log 2 ƒ 2 ƒ 1 (11) However, some geometrically different patterns of synaptic connectivity may result in topologically identical Because the data in Table 2 Role of Dendritic Spines model assumes that each presynaptic input line can Ever since the discovery of spines (Ramó n y Cajal, 1891), form any number of synapses (provided there is a fixed their functional role has been debated. Our results suptotal number of synapses per branch and branches per port the view that spines help to increase the choice neuron) with a given postsynaptic neuron. These changes of potential axons that can form synapses on a given in connectivity require major remodeling of arbor dendrite. This point of view has been expressed by Swinshapes. Therefore, their model is appropriate for infordale (1981) who wrote: "…spines can be seen as mormation storage on long time scales. Our model considphological devices that allow axons and dendrites to ers modifications on time scales of spine remodeling pursue economically straight courses through the neuonly. Therefore, the maximum number of synapses that ropil, and at the same time permit both a high density can be formed with a given input line is limited by the and specificity of connections." Indeed, the specificity number of potential synapses formed by that input. The of connections is the ability of a dendrite (axon) to effect of different modes of integration on the informachoose its presynaptic (postsynaptic) targets. This feation capacity was discussed in the previous section.
ture is captured by the inverse of the filling fraction ƒ
Ϫ1
, that is, the ratio of potential to actual synapses. . This is unlikely to be ters. By using our measurements and previously pubjust a coincidence because the linear dimensions of lished data, we evaluate this expression for several cortiaxons and dendrites are rather different. In a typical cal areas and species. The filling fraction characterizes neuron, the total length of axons is ten times greater plasticity potential due to formation and elimination of than the total length of dendrites, while the average spines. We suggest that measurements of the filling axonal diameter is three times smaller than dendritic fraction, ƒ, could be used to study effects of genetic or diameter (Braitenberg and Schü z, 1998). Because the developmental (e.g., sensory deprivation) manipulavolume is proportional to the length times the diameter tions, as well as pathological conditions or aging on squared, both types of processes occupy equal fracneuronal circuitry. tions. This leaves us with the question, why should the volumes of the two types of processes be equal?
According to Equation 2, reducing the length of spines

Experimental Procedures
We propose that the equipartition of volume between axons and dendrites could arise as a result of optimally We would like to find axonal and dendritic lengths, Table 2 , the typical dendrite of dendritic trees, and intrinsic and extrinsic axonal projections, it radius was added to the spine length. Spines that were not entirely is possible to calculate visible in the optical plane were not measured, and therefore spines that were located directly above or below the dendrite and that sin( ij ) ϭ Ύ |sin()|P a (n 1 )P d (n 2 )d⍀ 1 d⍀ 2 (18) were difficult to visualize with precision were not considered in the analysis. Approximately 77 spines were measured on basal denIn these expressions, is the angle between two unit vectors n 1 and drites of each neuron accounting for a total of 919 spines. n 2 , P a,d (n ) are the probabilities for axonal and dendritic branches to have direction n , and ⍀ is the solid angle, Derivation of the Expression for the Number Ύ P a,d (n )d⍀ ϭ 1 (19) of Potential Synapses In this subsection, we derive a microscopic equation for the density It is easy to see that in the case where one of the probabilities P a of potential synapses. This derivation relies on the assumption of or P d is constant (equal to 1/4 due to the normalization condition, uniformity of the gray matter components such as axons and denEquation 19), which means that the axonal or dendritic ramifications drites. To satisfy this assumption, we consider volume V whose are isotropic, the averaging over the solid angles can be performed linear dimensions are greater than the microscopic dimensions of its explicitly, contents such as diameters of axons and dendrites, spine lengths, interbouton intervals, i.e., few micrometers, yet smaller than the thickness of the cortical layers or the size of the cortical areas, i.e.,
We approximate all of the axonal and dendritic arbors inside volThe maximum value of sin( ij ) is 1, which is achieved only when ume V by a collection of straight segments. Then we calculate the axons and dendrites are perpendicular to each other (this is the probability of two such segments (one axonal, one dendritic) to case, for example, for Purkinje neurons in cerebellum and parallel "intersect," i.e., to come within a spine's length of each other. To fiber input). get the density of potential synapses, we add the probabilities of Second, in some cases, it is possible to express the axonal and "intersects" for all axonal and dendritic segments and divide the dendritic densities a,d in terms of more traditional quantities, like result by the volume. average interbouton interval b, density of neurons n, density of Let us calculate the probability P of intersection of two cylinders boutons n b , and dendritic and axonal lengths per neuron L a,d . Here of given orientation arbitrarily placed inside a large volume V. We we consider only the potential synapses between one type of spiny assume that the lengths of these cylinders l 
